American Accounting Association Annual Meetings in Atlanta, Ga.

- President Mary Stone
- Innovation in Accounting Education Award, Dawn Massey (Fairfield University) and Joan Van Hise (Fairfield University)
  - Proposal Title: A Revision of the Advanced Accounting Curriculum in Light of the Accounting Education Change Commission’s Directives and Local Needs.
- 2000 AAA/AICPA Collaborative Award, Jay Thibodeaux
  - “The Role of Community Service in a For-Profit Organization,” a project by educators at Bentley College and practitioners at KPMG Boston
- Presidential Lecturer, William H. Beaver (Stanford University)
  - Topic: Recent Trends in Capital Market Research
- Notable Contributions to Literature Awards
  - Christine A. Botosan (University of Utah) – Paper title: “Disclosure Level in the Cost of Equity Capital”
- Executive Director, American Accounting Association, Craig E. Polhemus
- Luncheon Speaker and President-Elect, Joel S. Demski (University of Florida)
- John Wulff, FASB
  - Topic: Approving Business Reporting
  - Q & A Session with John Wolfe

3rd Annual Midwest Council for Academic Technologies (Tape 1)

- Opening Remarks – G. Franklin Lewis
  - Topic: Publishing in higher education
- Keynote Speaker – Mike Liebhold
  - Topic: The National Information Infrastructure
  - Video: The National Information Infrastructure: Linking Americans for the Future
- Speaker - Joan Huntley
  - Topic: The Infusion of Multimedia Technologies in Higher Education
- Speaker – Roger Neuhaus
  - Topic: Funding for Educational Technologies

3rd Annual Midwest Council for Academic Technologies (Tape 2)

- Audio/Visual – Ron Tigges (Technician; President of Video Creations)
  - Topic: Multimedia applications/presentations
  - TV output vs. Computer output
• Speaker – Richard Varn  
  Topic: Looking at the future of Technology (Distance Learning, On Demand, Just in Time, To the Desktop)
• Speaker – Discusses interesting projects developed by faculty around the country  
  NOTE: At the end of tape, part of a Q & A session from American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business from April 10, 1995

# 4 (8/18/1999)
American Accounting Association Annual Meeting in San Diego

• Award: Innovation in Accounting Education – Presented to Bruce Behn (University of Tennessee – Knoxville) for Innovation in the Master of Accountancy Business Core and the Marketplace
• Inaugural Lecturer of Invited Presidential Lecture Series – Professor Shyam Sunder (Yale University and Carnegie Mellon University)  
  Topic: A Theory of Accounting and Controls for Organizations Producing Public-versus-Private Goods  
  - can find paper at http://zi.gsia.cmu.edu/sunder/research.html
• Award: Krishna Malipu, Paul Healy, and Vic Bernard
• Presidential Address – Jan R. Williams  
  Topic: History of AAA and where it is today
• Executive Director Address – Craig E. Polhemus  
  Topic: AAA
• Bruce Bohn – Discusses Innovation project

# 5 (8/15/2002)
AAA 2002 Annual Meetings in San Antonio (Theme: Reinventing Accounting Scholarship)

• Awards: Jake Birnberg (University of Wisconsin) – Outstanding Accounting Educator  
  Robert Jensen (University of Trinity) – Outstanding Accounting Educator
• Presidential Lecture by Gerald (Jerry) A. Feltham, (University of British Columbia)  
  Topic: Understanding the Value of Accounting
• Keynote Address – Jack E. Triplett, Brookings Institution 8/16  
  Topic: Tour of Economic Measurement
• Wildman Medal Award – Stephen Penman
• Curriculum Design Challenge Contest Winners:
  • Anil Arya, John Fellingham, and Douglas A. Schroeder (all of Ohio State University) – Accounting a Scholarly Academic Discipline
• Gary Entwistle (University of Saskatchewan) – Do the Right Thing – The “Research” Curriculum
• William R. Kinney (University of Texas at Austin) – Accounting Scholars: Does it matter what we teach them?

- Ohio State University Accounting Hall of Fame Induction – Stephan A. Zeff

#6 (12/14/1999)
IBC Conference

• Opening Remarks – Robert Jensen
• Michael Koegler (Chase Manhattan Bank) & Martin Kelly (Pricewaterhouse Coopers)
  Topic: SFAS 133 – Key Issues for the Financial Services Industry & Solutions
• Business Reporting on the Internet – Robert Jensen
• Equity Analyst Panel – Katrina Blecher, Mark Brennan, Gerard Cassidy, Scott McCostan
  Topic: Equity Analyst’s view of SFAS 133
• Eileen Faney – Evaluating Credit Risk in Financial Institutions

#7 (8/13/2001)
AAA Annual Meetings in Atlanta, President Mary Stone

August 15
• Glen L. Gray (CSU-Fullerton)
• Louis Matherne (Director of Information Technology, AICPA)
  Topic: XBRL: “Business Reporting in the New Economy”
  Progress Report
• Gary Ryan (Fidelity Investments)
  Topic: Analyst/User view of XBRL
• Bob Cuthbertson (Caseware International)
  Topic: Software Perspective of XBRL
  “Changing the Dynamics of Financial Information Distribution”
• Kevin Carduff, Gary Previts (Case Western Reserve University?)
  Topic: Business Reporting on the Internet: The Role and Capabilities of XBRL to Revolutionize the Timing and Availability of Corporate Communication.
• Roger Debreceny (Nanyang)
  Topics: Background (Singapore, disclosure & XBRL), Accounting Standards (implications of XBRL), Implications for Audits, Research Agenda for various sub-disciplines.

• Q & A Session

August 14
• Paper Presentations
Arnold Wright (Boston College), presenting; James Hunton and Sally Wright – “Business and Audit Risk Associated with ERP Systems: Knowledge Differences Between Information Systems Audit Specialists and Financial Auditors”

Rong-Ruey Duh (presenting), Karim Jamal, and Shyam Sunder – “Control and Assurance in E-Commerce: Privacy, Integrity and Security at eBay”  
(end of presentation cut off)

Michael Barrett – A Supply of Assurance Services: WebTrust  
(beginning and end of presentation cut off)

August 13
- John Jordan – Center for Business Innovation

NOTE: end of tape has some speakers which can be seen on tape #1

#8 (8/20/1997)
AAA Annual Meeting in Dallas

- Presidential Address – Steve Albrecht
- AAA Innovation in Accounting Education Award: Anthony H. Catanach Jr., David B. Croll and Robert L. Grinaker (University of Virginia's McIntire School of Commerce)
  
  Topic: Intermediate Accounting introduces accounting issues to students using a business activity model (BAM) that describes the activities of a company during the first seven years of its life

#9 (8/14/2000)
AAA Annual Meetings in Philadelphia - Plenary I

- Wildman Medal Award – Baruch Lev (NYU)
- Capt. Gerald Coffee (US Navy)
  

#10 (3/13/1997)
Ohio Region AAA Meetings in Columbus, Ohio

- Michael A. Diamond
  
  Topic: AAA Now and In the Future Accountng Higher Education

- Q & A
- Bernard J. Milano
  
  Topic: “Mergers and Demographic Diversity in Public Accounting Profession”

- Q & A
- Carl Rullman
Topic: Institute of Management Accountants Initiatives with the Academic Community

# 11 (9/30/1999 – Chicago)

John Woods - World Research Group (end of presentation)

Kevin Ellefson (First Union Corp.)
- Hedge Effectiveness at Valuation

Louis Le Guyader (PWC)
- Focus session on Foreign Exchange Strategy (Economic and Risk Management Strategy, FAS 133)

Bob Jensen
- Real World Cases – using options, using futures

# 12 (8/12/2000)

AAA CPE 34 Philadelphia

Walter Jeets
- Issues of amendment 138
- Issues that risk management professionals who have to implement the standard which are problematic
- Derivatives
- 5 cases that look at the four types of instruments that are typically considered derivatives

Paul Pacter
- IAS 39

Robert Jensen
- Standard 133

# 13 (3/29/2000)

Munich – City Tour
23rd Conference of the European Accounting Association

Anthony Hopwood (Oxford)
- Introduction into the questions, institutions, political processes, and problems combined with globalization for accounting in the new millennium

Kurt Ramin (IASC)
- Accounting & Standard Setting in New Millennium
- Relevance of IASC

Gerhard Mueller (FASB & former professor, University of Washington)
- US GAAP

Hans Havermann (President, German Accounting Standards Committee)
- Changes in Rules of Accounting

# 14 (8/11/1994)
AAA Meeting—New York City (Marriott Marquis)

Views of Paul Gerhardt and officers (Al Arens, Bill Kenney, Doyle Williams, Katherine Schipper, Bernie Milano, Andy Bailey, and Mary Stone)

“Accounting and the ‘Globalization’ of Securities Markets” (Conference Theme)

Glenn Barryman (University of Minnesota) – Outstanding Educator Award (Introduced by Mary Stone).

Ray Sommerfield (Texas) – Outstanding Educator Award (Introduced by Mark Wolfson).

James L. Cochran (Senior Vice President & Chief Economist for New York Stock Exchange)
I. International Diversification of US Equity Portfolios
II. Foreign Issuance of Equity
III. Securities Markets: A Taxonomy
IV. Three Paths to 24-Hour Trading of “Global” Securities
V. Listing Foreign Securities on US Exchanges: Overcoming the Obstacles

Ram S. Sriram (LSU)
- new network

Teaching & Curriculum Section Breakfast Meeting (Jay Smith and Jan Williams)

Dennis Beresford (FASB) – Cost of Miscalculation

FASB Projects:
Consolidation Policy
Impairment of Long-Lived Assets
Derivative Financial Instruments
Stock Compensation

Walter P. Schuetze (SEC Chief Accountant)
Foreign Private Issuers, Reporting on Internal Control, and Independence
# 15 (8/19/1998)

83rd AAA CPE Session - (New Orleans)

Paul Pacter (IASC)
- IASC update
- **New Standards:**
  - IAS 1 – Presentation of Financial Statements
  - IAS 12 – Income Taxes
  - IAS 14 – Segment Reporting
  - IAS 17 – Leases
  - IAS 19 – Employee Benefits
  - IAS 33 – Earnings Per Share
  - IAS 34 – Interim Financial Reporting
  - IAS 35 – Discontinuing Operations
  - IAS 36 – Impairment of Assets
  - IAS 37 – Contingent Liabilities, Contingent Assets
  - IAS 38 – Intangible Assets
- **Current Projects:**
  - Agriculture
  - Events Occurring After Balance Sheet Date
  - Financial Instruments (Comprehensive Standard, IAS: Recognition and Measurement)
- **New Projects:**
  - Reporting Performance
  - Developing and Emerging Countries
  - Discounting and Use of Probability
  - Extractive Industries
- **Major Differences:** IAS – US GAAP
- **Strategy Working Party**

# 16 (8/12-13/1994)

AAA Annual Meeting New York City

Award: Outstanding Seminal Contribution to Accounting Literature – Joel Demski & Gerry Feldman – “Economic Incentives in Budgetary Control Systems”

“Audit Litigation”
Katherine Schipper
Alvin Arens
Mark Gitenstein
Joseph Grundfest
Edmund L Jenkins (Chairman of the AICPA Special Committee on Financial Reporting)
The AICPA Special Committee on Financial Reporting: Improving Business Reporting – A Customer Focus

# 17 (8/8-11/1993)

AAA Annual Meetings (San Francisco)

Robert Mednick (Arthur Anderson)
- Statistics on Direct Litigation Costs, Insurance Costs & Accountants’ Legal Liability

John Siliciano (Cornell Law School)
- How to Position the Legal Academic

Dennis R. Beresford (FASB)
- Disaggregated Disclosures, Consolidation, and Hedging & Project on Accounting for Stock Options

Walter P. Schuetze (SEC Chief Accountant)
- Talks about Arthur Levitt & SEC

Thomas Dyckman (Cornell)
- Case – Krocks and Pots: A Dynamic Game Approach to Cost and Managerial Accounting

L. Gayle Rayburn (Memphis State University)
- Introducing Continuous Improvement, Theory of Constraints, & Quality on a Personal Level in the Classroom

James Reeve (University of Tennessee)
- Innovative Approaches to Integrating New Management Accounting Knowledge into the Classroom

George Foster
- Using a General Accounting Framework to Guide the Content of Management Accounting Courses

Rick Richardson (Ernst & Young)
- Technology Futures Forecast
  - Trends, Enabling Technologies, This Year’s Predictions

# 18 (8/13/1995)
AAA Annual Meeting (Orlando)

John Smith (Deloitte)
- Derivatives

#19 (4/19/1996)

Claremont McKenna College

Bob Jensen (Trinity) – Virtual Learning Environments
- Media Scrapbook
  - Designs for Using Outside Classroom Virtual Communities
- Video: Virtual Reality in the Creative Mode

# 20 (7/15/1995)

University of Missouri, Kansas City

Bob Jensen – Visual Learning Environments
- Multimedia Beethoven

# 21 (8/10/2004)

AAA Annual Meeting Plenary 2 (Orlando)

- Statistics on CPA exam in computer based format
- Notable Contribution to Accounting Literature Award
  Mark Nelson (Cornell), John Elliot, Robin Tarpley (George Washington) – “Evidence from Auditors about Managers and Auditors Earning Management Decisions”

Panel: Maintaining and Grouping User Perceptions about the Value of Audited Financial Information through Relevant Measurement Standards, Reliable Application of Measurement Standards, and Trustworthy Display of the Results

Robert Herz (FASB) – Information Relevance
- Key Challenges of Financial Reporting System

William McDonough (Chairman of PCAOB) – All Aspects of Public Company Auditing
- Sarbanes Oxley
David Walker (GAO) – Private Sector Regulators
  ▪ Why are we here? Accountability Failures – Result? Sarbanes Oxley

Don Nicolaisen (Chief Accountant at SEC) – Accounting and Auditing Standards for Public Accountants
  ▪ Future of Standard Setting for Public Accountants

AAAAAAAAAAAnnual Meetings (Orlando)

Sarbanes & The Public Interest

Sara Reiter
  ▪ Sarbanes-Oxley Events in the Accounting Profession within the Sociological Theories of the Profession – an academic view of what might be happening

Robert Sack (University of Virginia)
  ▪ Where Sarbanes-Oxley came from and where it may go

Lynn Turner (Director of Research, Glass & Lewis)
  ▪ Answers questions on Sarbanes-Oxley

Panel answers questions about Sarbanes-Oxley

End of Powerpoint Presentation: Derivatives, Futures

AAA Meetings (Atlanta)

August 12
  ▪ CEP No. 18
    Daniel O’Leary (University of Southern California) – Business-to-Business: e-Business
    Miklos Vasarhelyi – The Electronization of Accounting
    Marilyn M. Greenstein – Using HBS Cases in business courses

  ▪ CPE No. 30
    Nancy Bagranoff (Miami University) – AAA/E&Y CPE Session: Accounting, Academia, and e-Business
    Amy W. Ray (Bentley College) – Integrating E into the Curriculum
    Leo Blankenship (Ernst & Young) – Musings, Observations, and maybe some insight

August 13
Marilyn M. Greenstein – e-Commerce & Managerial/Cost Accounting
Tracy S. Manly (University of Tulsa) – How to Integrate Financial Accounting Issues with e-Commerce
Amy W. Ray – Assurance Services in an E-World: Opportunities and Challenges

August 14
Panel – Assurance of Information Security: Charles LeGrand (IIA), Thomas Horton (Natl. Assn. of Corporate Directors), Tom Patterson (KPMG), Anthony Robertson (Director of Internal Auditing – Home Depot), Lynn Bruneau (AA)

#24 (8/2004)
AAA Meetings (Orlando)
Sarbanes & Corporate Governance

Robert Herz
- Corporate Governance
- Observation of Compatibility of Principals Based System as opposed to a Rules Based System with Sarbanes-Oxley and related forms

Melvin Weiss
- Corporate Governance – Legal Aspects

Ira Solomon
- Scholarly Aspects
- Sarbanes-Oxley section 404

Lynn Turner
- Efficiency of Sarbanes-Oxley (from prospective of users of financial statements)

Joshua Ronin
- Sarbanes-Oxley – Financial Statement Insurance (True Independence of Auditors)

Q&A with Panel

#25 (05/23/1995)
5th Annual Faculty College – Rutgers
Integration of Technology into Courses

Steven W. Gilbert (Director, Technology Projects; American Association for Higher Education)
  - Integrating technology in the classroom

Real Learning/Virtual Classroom
#26 (08/14/2000)
AAA – Philadelphia

James J. Leisenring, John T. Smith, Thomas J. Linsmeir
- FAS 133 (Derivatives), IAS 39
- (Camera pointed on floor)

James J. Leisenring – FASB update
Lynn Turner – SEC update

#27 (11/06/1998)
AICPA Accounting Educators Conference – Washington D.C.

Video on Accountants in the future
Gideon Malherbe (President, Virtual Consulting) – Making Vision a Reality
  - The CPA in 2011 - What a CPA will look like in the future
Deborah Lambert (Partner, Johnson Lambert & Co.; Chair, Auditing Standards Board)
  - Focus on the Client and Market: The Future of the Auditor
G. Peter Wilson (Boston College)
  - Helping Accounting Students Become Business Partners
Sharon Lightener (San Diego State University), Linard Nadig (University of Fribourg, Switzerland)
  - Online Course – Experiential International Accounting: A Distance Learning Approach

#28 (09/30/1999)
World Research Group – Chicago

Evelyn Angelle (Ernst & Young, Houston Office) – Overview of FASB Statement 133
James J. Rozsypal (Partner, AA Chicago Office) – Cash Flow Hedging
John F. Woods (Partner, AA Washington D.C. Office) – Fair Value Hedges

#29 (08/15/1998)
AAA Annual Meeting (New Orleans) – CPE Session (2 Copies)

Thomas J. Linsmeier (University of Illinois) – Financial Reporting for Derivatives and Risk Management Activities
Paul Pacter – Current Project: Financial Instruments
  - IAS: Recognition and Measurement

#30 (08/17/1999)
AAA Annual Meeting (San Diego)
Plenary Session - E. Gordon Gee (President, Brown University) – Changes in Society and Higher Education
Barry Rice (Loyola) – Virtual Lectures
Julie David Smith – Enterprise System

#31 (08/13-15/2001)
AAA Annual Meeting (Atlanta)

Hall of Fame Induction of Nicholas Dopuch (Washington University) and James Don Edwards (University of Georgia)
Plenary session – John M. Jordon (Cap Gemini Earnst & Young) – The Center for Business Innovation
Craig E. Polhemus, Executive Director
Joel S. Demski, President-Elect – “Some Thoughts on Accounting Scholarship”

# 32 (8/14/1999)
AAA CPE Workshop 1

Sharon Lightner – (About 15 minutes – inaudible)
Pete Mazany – Simulations – “The Mike’s Bike System
- Video
- Bob Jensen intermittently talks about a Virginia case, technological advances

#33 (10/14/1995)
Colorado Society of CPAs

Don Smith (Wilfrid Laurier University) – Talks about online program at his university

#34
PHASE (Prentice Hall Accounting Seminars for Educators)
Jim Sloan (Accounting Department Head, Austin Community College)
“Ethics in the Accounting Classroom”

#35 (08/15/1995)
AAA Annual Meeting (Orlando)

Dennis Beresford - FASB Update
Mike Sutton – SEC Update
- Derivatives
- Companion Disclosure Project
Q&A with both
John Smith – Derivatives (end of lecture)

#36

Bob Jensen - looks at the technology in the classroom
- Electronic Classroom Accounting
- Scripts
- Information Systems

#37 (02/19/1999)
JATA Conference: Issues in Tax Research (San Francisco)

New Applications of Technology to Teaching, Practice, and Learning
Amy Dunbar (Connecticut) - WebCT
Robert Ricketts (Texas Tech) – Faculty Course Server
Richard Newark – Teaching Tax Research via Interactive TV
Doug Izard (KPMG)– Tax Knowledge Management: Single Knowledge Gateway
Barbara Karlin (Dean of Golden Gate University, School of Taxation) – Web based Tax Research – CCH, RIA, Lexus/Nexis

- “Why an Asia-Pacific Institute for Infrastructure Development”

#38 (08/11/2001)
CPE no. 1 “How the Pros Design, Author, Test and Deliver Knowledge Portals and Online Courses.”

Don Carter (CICA – Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants) – talks about Chartered Accountants School of Business
- Plays audio clips about CA school of business (somewhat inaudible)
Steven Orpurt (UNext) and Doug Stein (UNext) – UNext: Creating Online Content and Instruction for e-Learning
Michael Kirschenheiter (Columbia University Business School) – Distance Learning at Columbia University
- Fathom Knowledge Portal
Robert Walsh (Marist College, School of Management) – Creating and Teaching Accounting Courses in an Online Environment

2004 AAA Annual Meeting (Orlando)
Plenary Session
James E. Copeland, Jr. (Retired D&T CEO) – Ethics in the Accounting and Auditing Profession

Innovation in Accounting Award (Ernst & Young) – Recipients: Noah P. Barsky and Anthony H. Catanach, Jr.

Luncheon
Jane Mutchler (President-Elect, AAA) – Thoughts on the Profession from Academic and Practice Sides; Thoughts about AAA and It’s Future

#40 (08/07/2005)
AAA CPE (San Francisco)

Introduction to XBRL
Eric Cohen (PWC) – Survey of XBRL Software

“XBRL Specifications, Taxonomy, and Instance Documents” & “XBRL Educational Resources”
- Roger Debreceny (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
- Glen Gray (California State University, Northridge)
- Skip White (University of Delaware)

End of Tape (December 4, 2000) – NetLedger

#41 (08/13-15/2001)
AAA Annual Meeting (Atlanta)

G. Michael Crooch (FASB) – FASB Update
Lynn Turner (SEC) – SEC Update

Outstanding Accounting Educator Award:
Daniel W. Collins (University of Iowa)
Jerry J. Weygandt (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

John Wulff (FASB) – Improving Business Reporting: Insights into Enhancing Voluntary Disclosures

Papers:
- S. Douglas Beets (Wake Forest) - “Differences in Student Learning Techniques, Cooperative Learning, Quizzes, and Homework”
- David Kerr and L. Murphy Smith (both Texas A&M) - “Effective Accounting Instruction: A Comparison of Instructor Practices and Student’s Perspectives”
- Barbara J. Eide (University of Wisconsin), Marshall A. Geiger (University of Richmond), Bill N. Schwartz (University of Indiana-South Bend) - “The Canfield
Learning Style Inventory: An Assessment of Its Usefulness in Accounting Education Research”
- Comments by David Scott(?)

Denton Collins (University of Houston) – Process Costing
Ceil M. Pillsbury and TJ Wang (both University of Wisconsin -Milwaukee) –
“Supplemental Materials for DBMS Knowledge and Skills in the AIS Course”
Marguerite (Zite) Hutton (Western Washington University) and Richard Newmark
(University of Northern Colorado) – “Teaching Tax Research Skills Via Electronic Media: Using a Researcher-Reviewer Pedagogy.”

#42 (08/09/2004)
AAA Annual Meeting (Orlando) – CPE 3

“Value Measurement and Reporting – Moving Toward Measuring and Reporting Value Creation Activities and Opportunities.”

William J.L. Swirsky (CICA) – Value Measurement Reporting Collaborative (VMRC)
Paul Herring (AICPA) – Enhanced Business Reporting Sample Reports

#43 (08/10/2004)
AAA Annual Meeting (Orlando)

Post Enron and Sarbanes-Oxley
Panel:
Barbara Merino (University of North Texas)
Paul Williams (North Carolina State University)
Art Wyatt (University of Illinois)
Steve Zeff(Rice University)

#44 (08/09/2004)
OSU Accounting Hall of Fame

Dennis R. Beresford (FASB)
Gerald A. Feltham (University of British Columbia)
William J. Vatter

#45 (08/15/1998)
AAA Annual Meeting
CPE Workshop
“Center for Educational Technology in Accounting (CETA): Trends and Applications of a Range of Technologies for Classroom and On-line Education in Accountancy”
- Ceil Pillsbury (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
Wayne Ingalls (University of Maine)  
Dan Gode (University of Rochester)  
Bob Michaelsen (University of North Texas)

(08/18/1998)  
Terry Ward (Touchstone Communications) – Communication with Impact

(08/19/1998)

#46

Virtual Environments

Dr. Tom Furness III (University of Washington, Director: Human Interface Technology Laboratory)  
Tape: New Realities in the Learning Environment

CoVis: Learning Through Collaborative Visualization

7th National Conference on College Teaching and Learning (Jacksonville, Florida)  
Panel Discussion:  
From Reality to Virtual Reality: New Tools for Distributive Learning

#47 (09/21/1995)

Consortium of College & University Media Centers  
Multimedia Fair Use Guidelines

#48 (04/19/1996)  
ClairmontMcKenna College – Mellon Grant Program

“Hypermedia in Education”  
- Robert Jensen

#49 & #50 (1995?)

Robert Jensen – tape copies of his multimedia presentations

#51 (8/13/2002)  
AAA Annual Meeting (San Antonio)
Susan Spencer (San Antonio College) – developing an online (Economics) course and making it compliant to rules and regulations (1998 Rehabilitation Act Amendments)

#52 (April 10, 1995)
AACSB (Minneapolis, Minnesota)
Rajat Gupta (Managing Partner, McKinsey & Co.) – Developing Successful Alliances
Discussion about McKinsey study: Jerry Stead (AT&T), Dick Mayzell, Jay Hammond, and Name?

#53 (8/7/2005)
AAA San Francisco – CPE Session
An Introduction to XBRL
- Roger Debreceny (University of Hawaii) – key concepts of metadata
- Skip White (University of Delaware) – overview of XML
- Eric Cohen (PWC) – XBRL Software

#54 (2/22-23/??)
ENRON Symposium on Teaching Excellence – University of Houston
Chris Dede (George Mason University) – The Evolution of Distributed Learning
- Video: CoVis – Learning Through Collaborative Visualization

William Graves (Chapel Hill) – Higher Education in the New Millennium

#55 (8/9/2005)
AAA Plenary Session (San Francisco)
Outstanding Educator Awards
- Gerald Salamon (Indiana University)
- G. Peter Wilson (Boston College)

Main Speaker:
Katherine Schipper (FASB) – Required Disclosures in Financial Reports

#56 (8/10/2005)
AAA Annual Meeting (San Francisco) – Concurrent Session 8.24 (Using Technology in the Classroom: Teaching and Curriculum)
Sherry Mills (New Mexico State University) – Gathering Classroom Assessment Feedback in Real Time Using Remote Response Technology
Themim Suwardy (Singapore Management University) – Technology in the Classroom: Virtual Canvas

#57 (April 9-12, 1999)
1995 AACSB Annual Meeting- Minneapolis, Minnesota
Developing Successful Alliances
- Rajat Gupta- Managing Partner, McKinsey and Compan
• Discussion Panel- McKinsey Study

#58 (8/15/9)
CPE Workshop 12 – “Teaching Critical Thinking Using Active Learning Strategies”
  • Chuck Bonwell (Pres., Active Learning Workshops, Inc.)

  • S. Michael Groomer (Indiana University) & Uday Murthy (Texas A&M) – From Static Text to Interactive HTML: Online Publishing & Active Server Pages
  • C. Peter Mazany (University of Auckland) – Active Learning Online
  • Robert E. Jensen (Trinity) – How to Publish an Interactive Excel Spreadsheet in HTML

#59 (08/13/1996)
• Michaelson? – AECC Objectives – Skills needed for Accountants & Knowledge
• E. Barry Rice & George Wright (Loyola) - Introduction to the Internet for Accounting Educators

(08/15/1996)
Outstanding Educator Awards:
  • Larzette Golden Hale (Utah State University)
  • Doyle Z. Williams (University of Arkansas)

Robert G. Dederick – U.S. Under Secretary of Commerce for Economic Affairs

OTHER VIDEOS:
#60 The Race: A View from the “Pits” of Accounting Research
#61 Reverend’s Last Service (note: end of tape has about 10 minutes of a lecture on measurement/disclosures)
#62 Prime Time Live: Virtual Reality, then part of a movie
#63 Prime Time Live: Virtual Reality (tape is messed up)
#64 Discovery Channel Special, then Cyberspace Cave at Beckman Institute (University of Illinois), then another TV special, then part of a movie (tape is messed up)
#65 (06/23/01)
Cross Border Business Combinations and Strategies
- Overview of XBRL- eXtensible Business Reporting Language
  M.J. Willis (PWC, Tampa)
- Panel Discussion of: To whom globalized firms are accountable and responsible?
  Gerke; R. Schwartz; Katherine Schipper; Gerhard Mueller

#66 (12/10/1999)
IBC Conference in NYC Dec 1999 Designing Effectiveness Methodologies to Minimize Income Volatility
- FAS 133- Effectiveness Issues
  Ira Kawaller- Kawaller & Company LLC
- Hedge Accounting overview; Strategic Operations for Insurance Companies; Ineffectiveness in FAS 133
- Martin Klein and Jin Chang from Lehman Brothers- Insurance Strategy Group

#67 (4/25-28/98)
Maui, Hawaii
Financial Instruments Update
- FAS 125 Transfers of Financial Assets, EITF Issues, RIA Tax Checkpoint

Asian Pacific Conference on International Accounting Issues
- Asia-Pacific Infrastructure Development
- Emerging Stock Market in China and its Impact

# 68 (11/6/98)
AICPA Accountants Educators Conference
- Online International Accounting Course- Experiential International Accounting
  Sharon Lightner (San Diego State), Linard Nadig (Switzerland-University of Fribourg)
- Preparing Students for the Information Systems Technology Demand for the 21st Century
  Speaker from Bowling Green State University and Russ Gates- Chicago Arthur Anderson partner
- Education Technology- Speaker Ceil Pillsbury
1995 AACSB Continuous Improvement Symposium
Adam’s Mark of Philadelphia
Blending People and Ideas to Create Quality and Continuous Improvement
- Greatest Problem Higher Education- no well developed and well employed methodology for renewal
  Speaker--Dan Seymour

AAA 1996 Chicago
- Bob Jensen- Education Technology Award
- Committee meeting
- Role of Accountants with Independence- Current Issues and Improvement

Irwin Accounting Technology Board – Meeting One- Burr Ridge, Illinois
- John A Booker- TN Technological University- Cookeville, TN
  - First Interactive Multimedia Classroom- Using the Internet as a Teaching Resource
  - George Wright and E. Barry Rice- Loyola College in Maryland
- A Times Mirror Higher Education Group Company- Richard D. Irwin

IBC Conference in NYC
- Hedging Principles and Effectiveness- Issues and Considerations under FAS 133
  Tim Cerino- Salamon, Smith, Smith, Barney

PWC Program for Academia
- Introduction and Merger Update- Dan Florence
- ASB Update- Barbara L. Berlin
- SEC and Other Professional Matters; FASB Standards and Projects Currently in Progress; Communications and Technology- Jim Harrington
- Financial Instruments- Russ Mallett
- Business Combinations and Consolidations- Donna Coallier
• International Issues- Bart Catmull

#75 (11/17/97)

Leadership Conference
• Visions for the Future
  Barry Melancon- AICPA President and CEO

#76 (8/15/00)

2000 Annual AAA Meeting- Philadelphia
• Accounting Scholarship- What is uniquely ours? Why is our uniqueness valuable?
  William R. Kinney, Jr- University of Texas- Austin

#77 (8/16/99)

Start of the AAA Annual Meetings in San Diego
• Introduction with Navy Band
• Outstanding Educator Awards- Katherine Schipper and Robert McGee
• Integrity Reporting Process and Quality of Financial Reports
  Aulana Peters- attorney- Dickson, Dunning, Fletcher
• AAA Benchmarking Pilot Study
  Tracey Sutherland, AAA and Jeffrey Alstete, Benchmarking Consulting
• Changes in Higher Education
  E Gordon- 17th President of Brown University

#78 (8/2002)

Jensen CPE Workshops @ AAA Annual Meetings in San Antonio
• Distance Education Workshop
  Bob Jensen, Dennis Beresford, Amy Dunbar, Nancy Keeshan, Susan Spencer, and Don Carter
• Intangibles and Internet Reporting Workshop
  Bob Jensen and Gerald Trites
  Conquering Distance: Lessons from Two MBA Programs Reporting on the Internet
  Gerald Trites, St Francis Xavier University

#79 (12/31/99)

IBC Conference NYC
• Foreign Currency Issues
  JC Mercier, VP Bank Boston
- Value at Risk with Long Term Forecasting and FAS 133 Accounting
  Andrew Almer, Risk Metrius Group
- Systems Considerations for Implementing FAS 133
  Larry Schwarz
- Banking and Insurance Issues
  Mike Kloeger, Aileen Fahey

#80 (1995)

Other- Disney World
AAA Derivatives CPE Course
- John Smith at Deloitte and Touche, Financial Instruments Research Group

#81 (8/15/99)

- Critical Thinking Using Active Learning Strategies and Classroom Assessment Techniques
  Chuck Bonwell

#82 (8/12/00)

CPE AAA Philadelphia HIA
- Technology Trends in Education
  Bob Jensen Intro
- University Access
  Chuck Hickman

#83 (10/1/99)

World Research Group- Chicago Hyatt Regency
- Implementation of Risk and Derivatives
  Roger Pearson
- Currency and Interest Rate Risk
  Anthony Belifonti
- Embedded Derivatives and Hybrid Investments: Are there Derivatives Lurking in your Hybrids?

#84 (10/24-28/1998)

Asian-Pacific Conference of International Accounting Issues- Maui, Hawaii

Financial Instruments and Derivatives- FAS 133 and Hedging
- SEC Market Risk Disclosures- Walter R. Teets
- Overview and Expected Impact of FASB 133- Hamid Pourjalali
- Why Firms Hedge; Inherent Complexity; FASB 133; Accounting by Intent-
  Rashad
Start of Conference
- Introduction to the Euro--Karl Van Hulle
- Emerging Stock Market in Shanghai and the Changes of the Economic Picture of China and Accounting Disclosure Standards- Wei Guo Zhang
- Changes taking place in economy of Asia- Seiju Finch Naya

How Hawaii has been affected by the economy- Leroy Laney

Current Issues in Accounting Research
- The International Journal of Accounting- Andrew Bailey
- Managerial Accounting- Alan Dunk
- International Taxation Research Priorities- Thomas Pearson

# 85 (9/29/99)
World Research Group- Chicago Hyatt Regency
- Implementing a Financial System for FAS 133
  Bernard Lee, Financial Engineer

#86 (August 1997)
AAA Annual
- Presidential Address- Steve Albrecht
- UVA Business Activity Model for Intermediate Accounting
  Anthony H Catanach, David Croll, Robert Grinaker
- Small portion of Global Trade with Britain and Puerto Rico (2/13/97)

#87 (9/29/99)
World Research Group- Chicago Hyatt Regency
- Bob Jensen’s Workshop- Financial Instruments and FAS 133

#88 (8/15/2002)
AAA Annual Meeting- San Antonio, Texas
Theme- Reinvigorating Accounting Scholarship
- Outstanding Educator Awards- Jake Birnburg and Robert Jensen
- Presidential Lecture- Jerry Feltham- Understanding the Value of Accounting

#89 (8/12/00)
AAA Philadelphia
Technology Trends in Education
- Unext.com- Michael Kirschenhecter and Steve Orpurt
- Business Activity Model: An Experiment in Self-Learning- Anthony Catanach
• Scale by Dan Stone

#90 (4/27/00)

Ohio Council- Institute of Management Accountants
• Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities
Bob Jensen

#91 (9/2/87)

PBS Excellence in Business
SW Airlines, Military Procurement, Timberland, Rubbermade, Whole Food Markets, USAA, Coke

#92 (5/97)

ACSBP Program in Newport Beach
Theme- “Mission Possible”
• Learning Strategies for the Generation X: A Shift to an Andragogical Learning Paradigm in Higher Education
Dr. Janette Purrell- Fitchburg State College
• Designing Courses Using the Socratic Method to Apply Critical Thinking to Business Subjects
Shaun Benson- Bellevue University

#93 (8/16/00)

AAA Philadelphia
• Steve Albrecht and Robert Sack- Accounting Education: Charting the Course through a Perilous Future
  Introduction and changes in the business and accounting environment
  The problem of decreasing student enrollments
  Why practicing accountants would not major in accounting again
  Problems in accounting education
• Interactive Discussion Session of Accounting Issues
• A Hybrid Course Delivery Approach for Introductory Accounting: Traditional Classes vs. Virtual Lessons

#94 (August 1997)

AAA Dallas, TX- Contemporary Issues in Standard Settings
• Dangerous Ideas dealing with: matching principle precedent, intangible assets, indefinite lives for intangible assets, intent of business decisions, disclosures as an alternative
  Michael H. Sutton
• Recent Pronouncements and Statements Released
James J. Leisenring
- Update on Multimedia in the Classroom
Ellen L. Sweat, Dekalb College

#95 (5/97)

ACSBP Meetings in Newport Beach
- Distance Learning TV Preparation
- The future of accounting education at universities and the students they produced related to technology
- Game for Principles of Accounting- Janet Massey, Neuman College
- Client fees
- Auditor Rotation- Lynford E. Graham

#96 (8/17/96)

Chicago AAA Meeting
- Corporate Universities- Thomas E Moore
- Global Standard Setting- Sir Brian Coursbury, Peter D. Chant, Sir David Tweedie, Jim Leisenring

#97 (11/5-28/98)

Asian-Pacific Accounting Conference
- Trends in Technologies for Ocean-Spanning Asynchronon Learning
  Roger Debreceny and Clinton White
- Discussion on Technology Framework
  Simon Ho, Chinese University of Hong Kong
- Trends in Information Technology for Teaching and Research
  Roger Debreceny

#98

IBC Conference New York City
- Overview of SFAs 133- Derivative Financial Instruments
  Bob Jensen
- Foreign Currency Issues
  Jean-Claude Mercier, Bank Boston

#99 (8/18/97)

AAA in Dallas, TX
- Joe Schultz, President AAA
- Outstanding Educator Awards- Jerry Feltham, Vick Bernard
- Assurance Service Opportunities: Implications for Academia
  Bob Elliott, KPMG
- Business Simulations- Teams Using Monopoly
  Margaret Tanner

#100 (4/2/00) Kent State University

- Business Reporting on the Internet and AICPA with XBRL
  Glen Gray
- University Access- Chuck Hickman

#101 (3/29-31/00)

EAA Meetings in Munich- Symposium of Future Research in Accounting
- McDonaldization- Irvine Lapsley
- Implication of Internet Publication for Accounting Research-Ray Ball
- Accounting Research and Knowledge- John Christensen
- Future of Accounting Research- Frank Hartmann
- Management Information- Sten Jonsson
- Discussion Panel with speakers above
- Other- Bob Jensen- 133 Accounting- New York City

#102 (8/16/00)

AAA Philadelphia
- Key to Success in Implementing XBRL Business Reporting to the New Economy- Louis Matherne (AICPA)
- FASBs role with XBRL- Wayne Upton (FASB)
- Information Systems, Databases, and Event Messaging in the Age of XML-reporting semantics, importance of semantics in later rollouts, different scenarios for accounting systems of the future- William McCarthy
- Some thoughts on Research Issues for XBRL- Roger Debreceny
- Designing the Next Generation of Web-Based Financial Reporting Sites Donna Driscoll, Jonna Arney, Roger Debreceny, Glen Gray (presenter)
- E-Commerce: Implications for Accounting Measurements: A E-Scorecard Approach- Ram Sriram, Sekar Surysekar, Bala Ramesh
- The Development of an Assurance Trust Model and Examination of Webtrust and SysTrust- Marilyn Greenstein
- New President Elect- Mary Stone, Luncheon

#103 (8/15-19/98)

AAA in New Orleans
- Outstanding Educator Awards- Jim Olsen and Gary Sundum
• Commissioner Hunt- Academic Efforts Influencing: International accounting standards, auditor independence, market risk disclosure, and conduct in professional discipline
• Tom Powell, Practice Advisory Council- Introduction of Speakers
• Establishing Trust in E-Commerce; Business to Business E-Commerce; Global Issues and Standards Issues; and Electronic Commerce Assurance Speakers: Trevor Stewart (Deloitte), Manny Jolenos (international economist), Jerry Miller (PAC and FASB), Graham Joslen (PAC), Joe Treemire (Deloitte)
• Kevin Baldwin- WebTrust Sales efforts; Cost and Competition; Quarterly update process; Key Issues
• Roger ?, NTU in Singapore: Quick review of ECAS; Alternative perspectives on ECAS Research; CA and EC research
• Accounting Information in a Networked World- Roger Debreceny (presenter), Glen Gray, Tony Barry
• Darrell Brown- Problems of Internet, Reporting Accounting Information on the Web, Model for Standardized Web-based reporting
• Methodology for Developing Measurement Criteria for Assurance Services: An application in information systems assurance- Douglas Havelka, Steve G Sulton, Vicky Arnold
• Opportunities for Future Research- Gary Scheider
• The Relationship between Cognitive Problem Solving Style, Stress, and Outcomes in Public Accounting: Consulting vs. Audit- John Sweeney, Scott Summers, Carol Wolk
• The Relationship between Cognitive Problem Solving Style, Stress, and Outcomes in Public Accounting: Audit and Tax- Saeed Roohani, Bryant College
• Barry Melancon?- President and CEO of AICPA
• Hedge Accounting

#104 (8/13/00)

AAA CPE Speakers- Wayne R Landsman and Mary E. Barth
• Fair Value Accounting and the Relevant Research: What is it, What is the interest to non-academia, Use of valuation models, Research and Reliability, Policy Implication of the Research
• Common Design Issues in Research
• Fair Value Accounting Research

#105 (March 2000)

EAA Munich
• Audit Independence- Stephen Zeff, Rolf Windmoller, Steven Maijjor, Erik van der Ploats
• Intangibles- Baruch Lev, Ulf Johanson, Jan Mouritsen, Stephan Zambau

#106 (August 2002)
AAA Annual Meetings--Nancy Keshan, Duke University
- Fugua’s Internet-Internet Mediated Learning (IML) programs
- Key Considerations for those teaching or planning distance programs

#107 (8/05)

AAA in San Francisco
- Plenary Session: Nancy Bragranoff and Moderate Leaders from the Big Four Accounting Firms- SOX and Section 404
- Concurrent Session: Alan Mayper, Aida Sy, Carol Lawrence, Tony Tinker- Ideas in Research that are Repressed; Accounting History; Accounting, Art, and Semiotics
- Diane Madson-discusses Carol Lawrence’s paper

#108 (5/95)

AACSB- Wake Forrest- New Learning Technologies
- Chi Kepman?- Director, Projects and Services AACSB Change in Management Education
- Guy Kawasaki?- ASEAS- McIntosh- Competition
- Pekeseykje?- New Technology for the Office and Implementing Technology
- Panel- Technology in Learning- Randy Dunham, John Gallegar, John Robinson
- 5th Annual Faculty College Integration of Technology- Mary Thinkles (just the very beginning)

#109 (8/05)

Accounting Hall of Fame Inductions- San Francisco
- William Baxter (tribute presented by Sydney Davidson and Richard Macve)
- Ed Jenkins (introduced by Jim Leisenring)

#110 (8/05)

AAA Concurrent Session in San Francisco
- The FASBs Move Toward Fair Value Accounting: Broad View
  Panel- Katherine Schipper, Ross Watts, Zoe-Vanna Palmrose

#111 (August 2002)

AAA San Antonio, TX- Amy Dunbar
- The Genesis of an Online Course- UConn: Course; Why Online?, Biggest Hurdle, Planning and Preparations

#112 (4/2/98)
Am I a Crook? Copyright Issues on the Internet

#113 (June 22)
Globalization Strategic Alliance Roundtable- Berlin

- Agnes Chang- Introduction

Members of Discussion- Mary Stone, Joel Demski, Katherine Schipper, Agnes Change, Adolf Coehnberg, Andy Stark, Liesel Knorr, Kurt Ramin, Belverd Needles, Michael Walsh, Gert Kareman, David Alexander, Rita Cheng, Saleha Kumawala, Grace Pownall, Timothy Sale, Chen En Ko, Rajiv Banker, Ervin Black, Thomas Cames, Bernando Batiz-Lazo, Judy Tsui

#114 (1994)
CAAA Annual Meetings- Calgary, Canada

- Norman McIntosh Award
- Dr. Sheryl Leeman- Russia, Women, and Accounting
- Accounting in Hospitals- Murry Glendenny and Nandu Wopapuda?
- Improved Accounting Practices and Education- Professor Lason

#115 (3/18/96)
SAM Conference- Theme: Re-Engineering

- Cost Advantages, Financial Performance, and Future Focus- speaker from Continental Airline Industry
- Re-Engineering and Information Aids- People in Organizations- Mark Meyerson
- Status Report on the Economy- Robert D. McTeer, Jr, CEO Federal Reserve Bank Dallas

#116 (3/15/95)
SAM Conference in Corpus Christie on Re-Engineering

- Complex Media- Michael Harris and Mary Lou Crowl, Delmar College
- Re-Engineering the AACSB- Russ Peterson
- Interpretation and Theory- James Gaerther
- Schools getting ready for Candidacy- Barbara Jones, Prairie View A&M
- Multimedia Technology- Michael Harris and Mary Lou Crowl

#117 (8/9/05)
AAA Luncheon in San Francisco

- Various Awards- Marc Picconi, Joe Rhiles, Jim Hasselback
- Speaker- Dennis Beresford: “Accounting Professionalism- We Just Don’t Get It”

#118 March 31, 2004
AAA 2002 Annual Meetings
- Dennis Beresford, University of Georgia

AAA 1996 Chicago
- Dennis Beresford - FASB Chairman - What will happen before the end of his term and plans for the future
- Mike Sutton - Chief Accountant SEC - Updates
- The Use of Technology in Accounting Education - Charles W. Christian - Arizona State University

#121 8/9/97
- Is National Regulation Doomed to Disappear?: Accounting for the Global Economy - John (Last Name?) - Europe
- A Basic Collaborative Learning Guide: Four Keys to Critical Thinking through Team Learning - Rob Cluskey, Bradley University
- Effectiveness of using Monopoly in an Introductory Accounting Course - David Satavon - University of Houston
- Use of Monopoly and Team Games Tournaments in Accounting Education: A Cooperative Learning Case Analysis - Margaret Tanner (speaker) and Tim Lindquiss—(cuts out early)
- Auditor Independence - (starts in the middle and cuts out a little after)

AAA- Promoting Worldwide Excellence in Accounting Education
- Robert S. Sullivan - Technology and the Future of Business Education
- Recent Developments in AI and their Application to Accounting
  - Margarita Lenk-AVET Internet Research Framework
  - William E. McCarthy - Knowledge-Based Systems in Accounting: Ontologies, Accounting Database, and Case Tools
  - Dan O’Leary - Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Organizations

#123
Pacific Lutheran University: Behind The Bill

#124
Pacific Lutheran University: Vancouver Door: Design of a Cost Accounting System
#125

Pacific Lutheran University: How Many Bucks in the Bag?
#126

Association of CFE: Introduction to Fraud Examination: Volume 1
#127

Association of CFE: Introduction to Fraud Examination: Volume 2
#128

Association of CFE: Introduction to Fraud Examination: Volume 3
#129

Association of CFE: Introduction to Fraud Examination: Volume 4
#130

Association of CFE: Introduction to Fraud Examination: Volume 5
#131 (2/22/96) 9:30 a.m.

The Third ENRON Symposium on Teaching Excellence- Chris Dede, George Mason University
#132 (2/22/96) 2:00 p.m.

The Third ENRON Symposium on Teaching Excellence- Kettlewell Ursula and Kurt Stanberry, UHD Business
#133

Top 10 Technologies (12 minutes)
Web Trust (11 minutes)
Y2K: The Year 2000 Crisis (8 minutes)
#134

“The Future of Auditing”- Robert K. Elliott AICPA SCAS (38 minutes)
#135 (1994)

Cost Accounting- Traditions and Innovations by Barfield, Raiborn, and Kinney- 1 of 4
#136

Cost Accounting- Traditions and Innovations by Barfield, Raiborn, and Kinney- 2 of 4
#137

Cost Accounting- Traditions and Innovations by Barfield, Raiborn, and Kinney- 3 of 4
#138

Cost Accounting- Traditions and Innovations by Barfield, Raiborn, and Kinney- 4 of 4
#139 (5/18/00)

e-Commerce Education Conference- Ernst & Young- Tape 1
#140
e-Commerce Education Conference- Ernst & Young- Tape 2
#141

Management Accounting- ABC News/Prentice Hall Video Library- Anthony A. Atkinson, Rajiv D. Banker, Robert S. Kaplan, S. Mark Young- Cassette 1
#142

Management Accounting- ABC News/Prentice Hall Video Library- Anthony A. Atkinson, Rajiv D. Banker, Robert S. Kaplan, S. Mark Young- Cassette 2
#143

Management Accounting- ABC News/Prentice Hall Video Library- Anthony A. Atkinson, Rajiv D. Banker, Robert S. Kaplan, S. Mark Young- Cassette 3
#144

Management Accounting- ABC News/Prentice Hall Video Library- Anthony A. Atkinson, Rajiv D. Banker, Robert S. Kaplan, S. Mark Young- Cassette 4
#145
Financial Professionals in the Corporate World IBM: Changing a Global Operation
Part 1 of 2 - IMA

#146

Financial Professionals in the Corporate World IBM: Changing a Global Operation
Part 2 of 2 - IMA

#147 (duplicate)

Financial Professionals in the Corporate World IBM: Changing a Global Operation
Part 1 of 2 - IMA

#148 (duplicate)

Financial Professionals in the Corporate World IBM: Changing a Global Operation
Part 2 of 2 - IMA

#149

AICPA Top Technologies 2000 Highlights #889577

#150

Introduction to Activity-Based Costing with Mike Yonker

#151

AICPA Top Tech 2001- Critical Elements of Business #889581

#152

IEP for Higher Education- Videos for Classroom Instruction
  Segment 1: “Why Independence?”
  Segment 2: “Common Sources of Error”
  Segment 3: “Auditing Case Study”

#153 (1/25/99)

PWC “Accounting Hot Topics and Professional Developments”

#154 (1/25/99) (duplicate)

PWC “Accounting Hot Topics and Professional Developments”
#155 (1/25/99) (duplicate)

PWC “Accounting Hot Topics and Professional Developments”

#156

PHACTS- Prentice Hall- Accounting Tapes- Units 15-18

#157

PHACTS- Prentice Hall- Accounting Tapes- Units 19-20

#158

AAA- Ethics in Accounting

#159

AAA- Accounting Education Change: A Round Table Discussion with Charles Nesson

#160

“Assurance Services: The Opportunities”- AICPA (48 minutes)

#161

“The Future of Assurance: Implications for Academia” (48 minutes)

#162

AICPA Top Technologies 2000 Highlights #889577

#?

August 15, 2002 Accounting Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony
Dennis Beresford (Introduction by James Don Edwards)
Jerold Feltham (Introduction by Joel Demski)
William J. Vatter (Introduction by Charles Horngren)